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A&R Countertops LLC 
1542 N Mosley 
Wichita, Kansas 67214  

 

 Quote Request Information 

Quote 
In order to receive a preliminary quote from A&R Countertops, we need a rough drawing of the 
shape and dimensions of your cabinets or current countertops. They do not need to be exact, 
and we will always round up so if anything, numbers will decrease (assuming your drawings are 
right on with your template). Please specify if you want a quote on granite or quartz or both and 
if you would like us to quote you with sinks and/or additional services (tearout, backsplash, 
plumber, buildup). Once you’ve received your quote and decided you want to move forward, the 
next step is a 50% deposit to order material and sinks and to schedule your template. Post-
template, we’ll send you final confirmation of the information we have for your project for you 
to verify then, once we have your approval on that info, we will schedule your install and begin 
fabrication. 

Pricing 
If you’re unable to take measurements, a square footage estimate will do for our purposes but 
please note that these numbers may vary, and we are not obligated to honor your originally 
quoted prices. Our off-the-slab square foot prices are all inclusive, meaning that your template, 
install, and everything in between are included, other than sales tax and add-ons such as tearout 
or a sink. If you are purchasing a “special order slab,” you’re purchasing all the material outright 
then we will charge you for labor on top of that. Labor is calculated by the square footage of 
your job. The labor, besides material costs, is all inclusive as well. 

Edges 
We offer six different edge profiles: straight, eased, full bullnose, half bullnose, ogee, and ¼” 
bevel. The ogee edge is an additional fee, priced per lineal foot, and all five other options are 
included in your pricing at no extra cost. 

Backsplash 
4” tall backsplash is our standard height. Backsplash at this height or shorter is sold by the lineal 
foot. Backsplash that is any height above 4” is included into your square footage. Please note 
that if you have anything that restricts the height of your backsplash (e.g. vanity mirror), we will 
install your countertops and measure for the height of the backsplash at that time, then return at 
a later date to install your backsplash. This is to ensure that we do not end up cutting and 
installing backsplash that is the incorrect height. 
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How to measure your countertops for a quote: 

1. Draw a rough diagram of the shape of your countertops so that you can go back and fill 
in measurements. 

2. With a tape measure, start by taking the back measurement of the full countertop piece. 
Measurements off the back wall are important if there are any angles in your tops 
because the back accounts for more square footage than the front measurement would. 
Please start and end at each angle so that we can calculate the most accurate square 
footage. 

3. If you have a piece that curves or is shaped irregularly, take dimensions from the widest 
point. This is because we will account for wasted material under some circumstances but 
also because, in doing so, you will account for more square footage when the physical 
template will not so, theoretically, your numbers post-template will decrease. 

Once you’ve taken measurements of all sides of your countertops, depth included, please note 
which edges are against a wall, which are open (i.e. finished and taking an edge profile) and the 
location of any tall cabinets and appliances. If you are interested in granite or quartz backsplash, 
please also note where this will be located (kitchen only, baths only, etc.) and the preferred 
height.  


